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1. Introduction 
GELFAND showed in his famous papers [4] and [5] on Banach algebras 
that his theory provides relatively simple, and certainly very elegant, 
proofs for theorems of classical analysis, such as WIENER's theorem on 
absolutely convergent series ([10] p. 14; [11] p. 91). 
It should be admitted, however, that Gelfand's theory rests heavily 
on the axiom of choice (nowadays usually presented in the form of Zorn's 
lemma). In other words, when applied to theorems of classical analysis, 
it provides proofs for slightly weakened versions of those theorems. 
Several authors have felt the need for proofs of the main results of 
Banach algebra theory without using the axiom of choice, or even on 
an entirely constructive basis. We refer to COHEN's paper [2] for a proof 
of Wiener's theorem on analytic functions in the unit disc, presenting the 
essence of Gelfand's proof in a constructive setting. And reference should 
be made to work by BISHOP [1] and by GARNIR [3], partly on Banach 
algebras with a separability condition. 
In section 3 of the present paper we shall show, for the case of Wiener's 
theorem on absolutely convergent Fourier series, how very closely one 
can follow Gelfand's proof without ever using the axiom of choice. The 
trick is to let the role of the maximal ideals be taken over by ideals which 
are not necessarily maximal but just big enough for the purpose at hand. 
The main idea can be described in a few lines. Let x be an element of 
the Banach algebra l: and let A be a point of its spectrum. In Gelfand's 
theory a maximal ideal containing x- Ae is constructed by means of the 
axiom of choice. Instead of this, we construct a proper closed ideal n 
containing x- Ae, large enough to guarantee the following: the residue 
class x mod n has, considered as an element of the factor algebra l:/n, 
a spectrum consisting of the single point A only. Since these large ideals 
are not as universally large as the maximal ideals, it will be necessary 
to apply this device twice. 
Section 4 contains a survey of a number of results on Gelfand's repre-
sentation theorem on commutative Banach algebras. It will be indicated 
how a point-free topology for the carrier space can be obtained without 
using either the axiom of choice or separability of the algebra. 
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A more detailed account of this material will be published in the doctoral 
thesis of the second author [7]. 
For general information on Banach algebras we refer to [6] and [8]. 
2. We say that an algebra I is a B1-algebra if I is a commutative 
Banach algebra over the complex number field (which we denote by Om) 
and has an identity element e with lie II= l. 
Let I be a B1-algebra, e the identity element, () the zero element of I. 
If a is an ideal in I and a =F I, '2! is called a proper ideal; by ~ we denote 
the set of proper closed ideals in I. We know that for every proper ideal 
a in I the closure a is a proper closed ideal in I. 
For every n E ~ let fPn be the canonical homomorphism I --+ I/n; 
we prefer to write fPn(I) for Ijn. 
If cp is a mapping we denote the inverse of cp by cp ..--. 
In fPn(I) a norm is defined by llull: =inf {llxlllx E cp;;(u)} for all u E fPn(I). 
Now fPn(I) is again a B1-algebra with identity cpn(e) and zero fPn(8). 
The ideal {8} will be denoted by o; o E ~ and cp0 (I) will be identified 
with I. 
By Sn we denote the set of singular elements of fPn(I) and the spectrum 
a(n, x) of x modulo n is defined by a(n, x):={y E0mlcpn(x-ye) ESn}· 
S 0 will be identified with the setS of singular elements in I, and a(o, x) 
will be identified with the spectrum a(x). 
It is well-known that Sis closed in I and a(x) is a non-vacuous closed 
set in Om, bounded by llxll· These results apply to Sn and a(n, x) for every 
nE~. 
In modern textbooks the theorem of Hahn-Banach (the proof of which 
depends on Zorn's lemma) is commonly used to prove a(x) =F 0; however, 
there are several proofs, e.g. in [6], p. 23 and in [8], p. 28 independent 
of Zorn's lemma. 
3. Properties of a(n,x,); Wiener's theorem. 
3.1. If n E ~' mE~ and n C m then 
1: fPn(m) is a proper closed ideal in fPn(I). 
ii: fPm(I) and fPn(I)/cpn(m) are isomorphic and isometric. 
iii: cp;; (Sn) :J cp;(Sm). 
iv: a(n, x) :J a(m, x). 
Proof: 
i: fPn(m) is an ideal in fPn(I); cp;;cpn(m)=m+cp;;cpn(8)=m+n=m, and 
e ¢ m; hence fPn(e) ¢ fPn(m) and as a consequence both fPn(m) and fPn(m) 
are proper ideals in fPn(I). Let x E I such that fPn(x) E cpn(m); therefore 
Ve>Q i'llueq>n(m)llcpn(X) -ull <s; putting U=cpn(y), Y E ffi, We haVe llfPn(x-y)ll = 
=inf {llzlllz E cp;; fPn(x-y)}, implying v.>O i'llpen llx-y+pll <s. Moreover, if 
pEn we have -y+p E m+n=m whence x E m=m and cpn(x) E fPn(m). 
This proves fPn(m) = fPn(m) and hence fPn(m) is closed. 
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ii: The "isomorphic" part of the statement is an elementary algebraic 
property; the "isometric" part follows from the definition of the norms 
in quotient algebras. 
iii, iv: Trivial consequences of ii. and our definitions. 
3.2. If xEI, nE9C and AEa(n,x) then m:=rp;';rpn((x-.A.e)I) has the 
following properties: 
i: mE 9C 
ii: m::) n 
iii: X-Ae Em 
IV: a(m,x)={.A.}. 
Proof: 
i: If A E a(n, x) then IPn(x-.A.e) ESn whence IPn((x-.A.e)I) is a proper 
ideal in rrn(I); it easily follows that rp;';rpn((x-.A.e)I) is a proper ideal 
in I; therefore m is a proper closed ideal in I. 
ii: We have IPn(e) Erpn((x-.A.e)I) whence n=rp;';rpn(e) Cm. 
iii: IPn(x-.A.e) Erpn((x-.A.e)I) whence x-.A.e Erp;';rpn(x-.A.e) Cm. 
iv: By iii. we have IPm(x-.A.e)=rpm(e) ESm; hence A E a(m, x). 
Assuming p, E a(m, x) we have IPm(x-p,e) ESm. Now 
IPm(x-p,e) = IPm(x-.A.e) + (.A.-p,)rpm(e) = IPm(e) + (.A.-p,)rpm(e) = (.A.-p,)rpm(e), 
whence (.A.- p,) IPm( e) E Sm; since tpm( e) ¢ Sm we infer A= p,. 
3.3. If x E I, y E I and n E 9C then 
i: a(n, x+y) C a(n, x)+a(n, y) 
ii: a(n, xy) C a(n, x) · a(n, y). 
(the sum q'l + 'P and product q'l. 'P of two sets q'l and 'Pin Om being defined 
in the obvious way as 
q> + 'P: ={eX+ PI eX E q'l, P E 'P} and q'l. 'P: = {1Xj3lcX E q'l, P E 'P}). 
Proof: 
i: Assume v E a(n, x+y); by 3.2. there exists an mE 9C with m::) n 
and x+y- veE m; since a(m, x)#0 we can select A E a(m, x); hence 
IPm(x-.A.e) ESm. It follows thatrpm{y-(v-.A.)e} ESm, whence v-A E a(m, y). 
From 3.1. iv. we now infer that v E a(n, x)+a(n, y). 
ii: Analogously, assume v E a(n, xy); take m E 9C such that m::) n and 
xy-veEm; again take AEa(m,x). Writing xy-ve=(x-.A.e)y+(.A.y-ve) 
and noting that IPm{(x-.A.e)y} ESm we obtain tpm(.A.y-ve) ESm. 
If .A.= 0 this implies v = 0 and v = .A.p, for every p, E a( m, y) ; if A# 0 we 
obtain v.A.-1 E a(m, y). In both cases we infer v E a(m, x) · a(m, y) and 
conclude by 3.1. iv. v E a(n, x)·a(n, y). 
Immediate corollaries to 3.3. are 
3.4. If x E I, eX E Om and n E 9C then 
a(n, cXx) = cXa(n, x) 
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and 
3.5. If x Ex, y Ex, n E 9C and a(n, x) ={A.}, a(n, y) = {,u} then 
i: a(n, x+y)={A.+,u} 
ii: a(n, xy) = {A.,u }. 
Moreover 
3.6. If Tn(x) E <J?n(X)\Sn then a(n, y) = (a(n, x))-1 for every y Ex such 
that <J?n(xy)=<pn(e) 
and 
3.7. If a(n, x)={A.} then a(n, xk)={A.k}, (k=O, 1, 2, 3, ... ). This remains 
true for k=-1, -2, -3, ... if <J?n(x) E<pn(I)\Sn. 
00 
3.8. If x E I, 1 ykxk converges in x, n E 9C and a(n, x) ={A.}, then 
k~-oo 
00 00 
a(n, 1 ykxk) = { 1 ykA.k}. (It is assumed that Yk=O ifx ES and k<O.) 
k~ -00 k~ -00 
Proof: 
00 
Take y: = 1 ykxk and let s be a positive number; then there exists 
k~-oo 
a natural number N so that 
m 
vn>N vm>N lly- 1 Ykxkll <B. 
k~-n 
m m 
This implies that a(y- 1 ykxk) and (by 3.1. iv.) a(n, y- 1 ykxk) 
k~-n k~-n 
are contained in the circle with centre 0 and radius s. 
m m 
Since a(n, y) C a(n, y- 1 ykxk) + a(n, 1 ykxk) = 
k~-n k~-n 
m m 
= a(n, y- 1 ykxk) + { 1 ykA.k} 
k=-n k~-n 
by 3.3. i., 3.4., 3.5. i. and 3.7., we obtain: 
m 
if ,u E a(n, y), n>N and m>N then l,u- 1 ykA.kl < s. 
k~-n 
00 
This implies ,u = 1 ykA.k and a(n, y) consists of that point only. 
k~-oo 
3.9. We are now in a position to prove Wiener's theorem: 
00 00 
If f(t): = 1 ykeikt with 1 iYki<= and /'--(0)=0 then j-1(t) has 
k~-oo k~-oo oo 
an absolutely convergent Fourier series 1 (Jkeikt. 
k~-oo 
Proof: 
Let x be the set of all f E 0( [0, 2n ]) with absolutely convergent expansion 
00 
f(t) = 1 ykeikt. I becomes a B1-algebra if we take the usual algebraic 
k~-oo 
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00 
operations and the norm defined by 11/11: = I Irk I· The function eit 
k~-oo 
will be denoted by g(t); then g is a regular element of I and llgll = 1. 
00 
If f E I with coefficients Yk then obviously f = I ykgk (convergence 
k~-oo 
in the norm of I). 
Assume that f is a singular element of I whence 0 E a(f); by 3.2. the 
ideal n:=/I is proper and closed, and fEn, a(n, /)={0}. 
Select A. E a(n, g) then lA. I< llgll = 1, IA.-11 < llg-111 = 1. 
Hence there exists a ~"(0<~<2:n) with A=ei~. 
Again applying 3.2. we take m:=tp;;tpn((g-A.e)I) and we have a(m, g)= 
={A.}, m :J n. Since a(n, f)= {0} it follows from 3.1. iv. that a(m, f)= {0}. 
00 00 
Now by 3.8. {O}=a(m, f)= a(m, I ykgk) = { I ykA.k}. 
k~-oo k~-oo 
It follows that f (~) = 0, or aequivalently ~ E f+-(O). So, if f is singular 
in I then /+-(0)#0; therefore if f+-(0)=0 then f is regular in I, and that 
is all we have to show. 
4. Summary of further results 
4.1. Let 9Jl; be the set of maximal ideals in the B1-algebra I. Since every 
maximal ideal is closed we have 9Jl; C 91. It is well-known that, for every 
m E !m, tpm(I) is a copy of Om. This implies that a(m, x) contains exactly 
one point for every x E I, commonly called x(m), which defines the function 
x: 9Jl;-+ Om for every x E I. 
If we assume the axiom of choice it can be shown that the topology 
introduced in 9Jl; by the family of functions {x}.,ea:, is Hausdorff and 
compact and makes {x}.,ea: a subalgebra of O(!m). The carrier space of I 
is, by definition, this topologised set !Ul;. 
If we want to avoid the use of the axiom of choice, we have to construct 
structures which display, in one sense or another, features of the maximal 
ideals; in the case of Wiener's theorem we used the ideal m of 3.2. which 
is "locally maximal" in the sense that a(m, x) consists of one point for a 
special x E I. 
For the general theory we design a "point-free topology" by means of 
a class of subsets of 91. 
A point-free topology is defined as a lattice (L, 1\, V), (see [9] for the 
usual lattice axioms) with the following properties: 
PT1: L contains elements v and w with v<w and YaeL v.;;;;a.;;;;w. 
PT2: L is /\-complete. 
PTa: L is V-distributive. 
PT4: YaEL ybeL[b :(a=> [f[ceL{v#c.;;;;b & a 1\ C=v}]. 
Let M be the set of all minimal elements (i.e. elements m#v such that 
there is nothing between m and v) of the point-free topology L. For 
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every a E L we define 
Fa:={m E MJm.;;;a}. 
If L has the property Fa=!= 0 for all a=!= v then L is called atomic. If L is 
atomic then it can be shown that {Fa}aeL fulfils the conditions for a 
topology of closed sets on the space M, and that {Fa}aeL> provided with 
intersection and union as lattice operations, is lattice-isomorphic with L. 
If L is atomic, the topology in M will be called the companion topology 
of L. If Zorn's lemma is accepted, then it can be proved by virtue of 
PT2 that L is atomic. 
If we start from a topological space S and if L is the lattice of closed 
sets in S, then, if S obeys Frechet's separation postulate, L satisfies 
PT1 -PT4. In this case Lis atomic and M can be identified with S, and 
the companion topology of L is the topology in S. 
Properties like Hausdorff's separation axiom, regularity, normality 
and compactness can be formulated for the point-free topology L in 
such a way that for the atomic case the corresponding properties for 
the companion topology appear. For example, the Hausdorff property 
for L can be taken to be the following one: 
If a E L, bEL, a 1\ b=v, a=!=v and b=!=v, then there exist ar, br, c, dEL 
such that 
v=!=al.;;;a, v=!=bl.;;;b, a1.;;;d, b1.;;;c 
a11\ c=v, b11\ d=v and c V d=w. 
4.2. Definitions. For every n E 91 we define 
W'l(n): ={mE 91jm ~ n}. 
By P(91) we denote the set of all subsets of 91. For every 2{ E P(91) we 
define 2{* (a kind of "closure" of 2{) by 
2r*: = {n E 91JV me!ln<n> {f[h!JJI<m> f E 2l}. 
By L1 we denote the set 
L1:={2r EP{91)J2r=2l*}. 
If A ELl, BE L1 we define 2r 1\58 and 2l V 58 by 
2l/\58:=2r()58 ; 2rV58:=(2lu58)*. 
We introduce special elements of L1 as follows: let F be the set of all 
complex numbers with absolute value ;;;. 1. For every x E I we define 
[z:={n E 91ja{n, x) C F}. 
It turns out that [z E Ll. For every finite subset a of I we define 
[a:= v,»Ea [z, 
and for every set A of finite subsets of I 
[A:= 1\aEA [a. 
The [A's are called "clusters", and the set of all clusters is denoted by r. 
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4.3. It can be shown that L1 is a lattice with lattice operations 1\ and V; 
r, as a sub-lattice of L1, is a point-free topology. Application of the axiom 
of choice gives Gelfand's carrier space topology as the companion topology 
of r. 
If we want to avoid the use of the axiom of choice, we can use r instead 
of the Gelfand topology for several special purposes. In particular we 
can still interpret the elements x of the algebra I as "value-free" complex 
continuous functions :r on the "point-free space". 
We illustrate this with an example. 
If n E ~ then (£(n): = {m E ~WxE£ a(m, x) C a(n, x)} 
turns out to be an element of r. If X is a singular element of X then XX E ~. 
and (£(xi) is called the zero-cluster of x. 
In order to understand this concept, one may look at the algebra O(X) 
of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X; closed ideals 
are characterised there by closed sets of X and maximal ideals by elements 
of X. If xis a singular element of O(X) then xi, as a proper closed ideal 
is characterised by the zero-set of x, and {t(xi) contains exactly the 
ideals whose corresponding closed sets are sets of zero's of x. 
It turns out that, if y1, ... , Yn are elements of a B1-algebra I,(£:= 
n ___ n 
= 1\ (£(yix), and e ¢ ~ YfX, then (£#0. 
1=1 1=1 n 
This is a point-free formulation of the fact that e ¢ ~ YiX implies 
i=1 
{f[mdJt V;=1 •...• n ti;(m) = o in Gelfand's language; the latter theorem was 
proved by qohen for the disc algebra in an entirely different setting; ([2]). 
4.4. By application of the restricted (i.e. countable) axiom of choice 
in r we were able to show that its base {(£ala is a finite subset of I} has 
the following property: 
If {(£a,}~ 1 has the finite intersection property, then {(£ao}~ 1 has a 
non-void intersection. 
This compactness statement is somewhat weaker than what one might 
expect to have in our theory. We did not yet succeed in proving stronger 
forms, and neither did we obtain a proof for the normality of the point-
free carrier space without axiom of choice. 
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